Part Number—
SB112

Universal Jacking
Base Plate
Some simple assembly of the SB112 bottle jack is required.
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The ‘top face’ of the
base plate has the 2
end sections folded
up (similar to a ’sled’)
This design feature is
to allow for easier
movement (dragging)
of the base plate when
assembled and used
over rough terrain.
Attach handle rail to base using four of the 20mm
long M6xP1.0 nuts/bolts supplied (bolts to be inserted from underneath). Nuts to be assembled from above.
Apply the Black PVC handles—by sliding onto the handle rail.
Attach other side rail (no handle) to base using four 20mm M6xP1.0 nuts/bolts supplied (bolts to be inserted
from underneath). Nuts at top face of the base plate.
Place the 200x150mm plate on top of the base plate. This plate is used as an additional support for strength
under the jack.
Place your Jack into position to determine the holes you will need to use to attach the jack to the base plate.
The Jack is retained in place using FOUR retention tabs—ideally one located on each ‘corner’ of the jack base.
Once the hole locations have been identified—remove the jack.
Insert the four 50mm M6xP1.0 bolts from the underside of the plate—passing through both plates. Place the
jack back into position and space the retention tabs to the desired height using the supplied washers (x30
supplied) on each corner.
Secure the retention tabs into position using the Wing Nuts supplied.
An Allen Key is supplied to aid in the tightening of the bolt/wing nut for the retention tab operation (during
attachment /detachment of the jack to the base).

Roadsafe 4WD have a large range of bottle
jack extensions and adaptors available to be
purchased separately. Contact your nearest
dealer for details.

